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Physical properties of AM CVn stars – New insights from Gaia DR 2 (G. Ramsay et. Al 2018)
AM CVn Stars: Status and Challenges (J.-E. SOLHEIM 2010)
SLIDE representation: The Evolution of AM CVn Binary StarsMatthew Green(Yerevan,
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AM Canum Venaticorum star
Name comes from AM Canum Venaticorum that is a star





Binary variable
Hot Blue color
Absence of hydrogen – Helium dominated spectrum
very small period: 5-65 minute range

56 known systems (9/2018), with 1 eclipsing (Y2Lmi) and 1 total eclipsing (Gaia14aee)
Are difficult to find: SDSS Sloan Digital Sky Survey has investigated one million spectra and AM CVn:s
are missing. May also need fine-tuned setup.
Due to SDSS findings, Most known systems are in northern hemisphere
--------Theory and photometric observations:




Consist of white dwarf accretor and compact companion star that is lower mass white
dwarf or semi-degenerated helium rich star that is donar.
Accretion disk is the main source of visible radiation, some from accretor, and donor is too
faint
BUT Observations: AM CVn:s are too bright to fit model

-Theory: binary radiates gravitational waves and loses angular momentum

/////-Theory: Magnetic braking (?)… (in some systems) /////
-Theory and OBS: direct impact mass flow in some systems
--------Helium nova V445 puppis





Single discovery (about 2000) Kato et. all
it is possible but not verified that this belongs to AM CVn family
Derived luminosity suggest massive white dwarf accreting from helium star companion
Hidden inside expanding dust shell

AM CVn as progenitor of Supernova 1a



--------

---------

1% of AM CVn are estimated to become SN 1a
All known AM CVn:s don’t have enough mass to become supernova 1a

---------

---------

Distance and absolute magnitude:




AM Cvn stars distance was not accurately measured and their absolute magnitude was not
accurate
They are acquired from comparison with 5 systems that has parallax measured by Hubble
Space Telescopes and from model flux (?)
But 25.4.2018 Gaia data release 2 gives parallax to 41 of 56 known AM CVn stars

Orbital periods:



Orbital periods are taken from time series spectroscopy. 48 systems have orbital period
estimated.
has been challenging: systems are faint, donor is not visible, short exposure times

---------

Parallaxes of 5 AM CVn systems
---------

List of known AM CVn systems with properties from different methods and estimates
---------

Two known eclipsing AM CVn systems Gaia14aae has total eclipse. Smaller change after deeper
comes from bright spot.
---------

Time series show 3 different types of behavior:
-Outburst state, high state, Low state (from wikipedia)
1. Outburst state:
 Strong variation 20-40min period
 Occasionally longer and sometimes little brighter superoutbursts that has weaker helium
emission line and iron emission line is at minimum
 Spectral lines are typically doubled: broad flat-bottom absorption lines and sharp double
peaked emission lines
 Most common type that has been found but others may not been detected
 Superhump:
------2.





3.





High state:
Variations in 0.1-1.0 magnitude
Multiple short periods - about 20min
One or two strong periods and beat period in between
Mainly Helium absorption lines
Similar to permanent outburst
Low state:
No brightness variation
Spectrum varies 40-60min period
Mainly emission spectra
Similar to a permanent minimum of the outbursting star

------Superhump:



Brightness variation with a period few percent of the orbital period of the system
In high state, either permanently or during an outburst

-------Formation - 3 channels proposed:
1.


2.


3.




Double white dwarf binaries that start mass transfer at orbital periods 2-3 min
Unstable mass transfer and leads often merger
Some survives and become AM CVn stars- but the fraction is not known
Another star is helium burning star
Minimum period at formation time is 10 min
Gradually becomes degenerated
Hydrogen-rich cataglysmic variable
Companion star is at the onset of mass transfer
Loses hydrogen during evolution
AM CVn with period near long end of range of 5-65min

The importance of each channel is not known
The envelope phase, where both stars are inside common envelope, is difficult to model

Fate:
Donor star is expected to become helium core 0.01-0.1 solar masses with temperature 1000-2000 K
Other possibility is that the accretor becomes type 1a supernova

---------

---------

---------

---------

ADDED: these pictures show that AM CVn seems to be brighter than expected
--------Phases of evolution of different types of AM CVn stars after birth


---------

-detailed view in paper: “AM CVn Stars: Status and Challenges” (J.-E. SOLHEIM 2010)

The spectrum of AM CVn Gaia14aae:

AM CVn:s can be divided into 4 subgroups:
1. Ultrashort periods and no disk P less than 12 min
2. Large stable disk in superoutburst state, as for novalike CV, P between 12 and 30 min
3. Variable-sized disk, no outburst, occasional superoutburst, like the SU Uma subclass of
Dwarf Novae. Period between 20 and 40 minutes
4. Small stable disk, like dwarf novae in quiescence. Period more than 40 minutes

